
Cyndy Coen- A 14-year old genius who can never convince her parents that she is a 
genius.  Consequentially, they simply send her to private school.  Throughly frustrated 
with taking remedial classes, she decides to prove her genius through her giant robot: 
CYNDY II.  However, her issues regarding her genius are deeper; Cyndy lacks humility, 
and in most cases, she does not like to have her inventions criticized.  Furthermore, she 
is very much to herself and can spend days at a time working in the basement complex 
she constructed under her house.  The basement complex is outfitted with the latest in 
modern technology and even comes equipped with a fully functional voice-operated 
computer, Richard.  But among other things, she does not spend much time with her 
family.  And while her friend, Megan and her computer try to teach humility, Cyndy still 
has a unstoppable drive to flaunt her intelligence.  She mostly clashes with her teacher 
Ms. Taylor because she always tries to contain and control Cyndy, driving the plot of the 
series.  Cyndy always considers herself one of the professionals even though she lacks 
experience and is usually considered too young to work alongside scientists and United 
Nations members.  Nevertheless, throughout the series, Cyndy learns humility through 
her experiences and at the very end, she turns down the opportunity to work a 
professional job, claiming that “she does not have the experience yet”.

Nat Coen- Cyndy’s older brother, the 19-year old works at a fast food restaurant part-
time and goes to a small liberal arts college.  Clearly overshadowed by his sister, Nat is 
a reality check for Cyndy and usually serves as a voice of rationality for his sister and 
the dilemmas she finds herself in.  In most cases, Nat tries to clarify the situation rather 
than solving it setting him apart from his younger sister.  Nat follows Cyndy when she 
goes around the world and serves as a chaperone; he usually stops her from doing 
something she might regret and always gets the last word.  The two argue often and 
though Cyndy always appears right at first, Nat ends up being the one saying “I told you 
so”.

Andrew Coen- Cyndy’s father, Andrew, along with his wife are oblivious of their 
daughter’s intellect and simply says that she is gifted.  Andrew works at a car dealership  
and always reads the paper but actually does more cooking around the house than his 
wife.  Andrew loves getting his entire family involved in everything he does, but 
sometimes his activities get a little extreme at times, taking them out camping and on 
dangerous hikes.  He serves as Cyndy’s superego, pushing her to do things that might 
seem irrational yet possible.  Andrew does mean well, but whenever his entire family is 
in danger, he usually is the first one to spring up and valiantly defend them.

Sandra Coen- Cyndy’s mother, Sandra works as the host of a small-time talk show and 
usually goes to work only once or twice a week.  She does not know about Cyndy’s 
intellect and usually ruffles her daughter’s hair if she says something too scientific for 
Sandra to understand.  She does not cook much, but she does do the cleaning and 
manages to serve Cyndy pancakes in the morning.  Sandra however, does believe in 
her daughter despite recognizing her limits, thus becoming Cyndy’s ID.  Sandra always 
tries to encourage her two children while managing her show and in some cases, even 
Andrew starts acting like a child leaving her as the only adult in the family.  Sandra loves 
to join her husband in his family event planning and often goes the extra mile, jogging 



with Andrew in matching track suits and encouraging Cyndy and Nat to join in their 
activities.  And while Cyndy’s mom might not know everything about her daughter, 
Sandra still manages to be in Cyndy’s cheering section.

Ms. Taylor- Beatrice Margaret Taylor has always grown up in state of order.  Taylor went 
to a K-12 school when she was young, an Ivy League college and then became a 
prestigious teacher at Cyndy’s private school.  She can be a control freak at times, 
getting a kick out of hearing her students say “good morning, Ms. Taylor’.  Furthermore, 
being raised in a strict family , her punishment is harsh and in most cases, if one child is 
out of line, she viciously disciplines him.  But this is where Cyndy is different, because 
she was not simply disobedient, but even challenged Taylor’s own education. After 
Cyndy leaves the classroom, Ms. Taylor immediately takes action by hiring five 
mercenaries to chase after Cyndy and bring her back into the school.  Ms. Taylor 
usually gives the mercenaries missions, but they never seem to capture her because 
they always mess up at some part of the mission.  She disciplines the mercenaries as 
she would her own children.

Megan Stillwell- Cyndy’s friend since the second grade, Megan knows Coen better than 
her own family and has sat through Cyndy’s testaments regarding her genius.  Megan 
always believes there is still something everyone can teach her and is contrast to 
Cyndy’s arrogance.  Megan has seen her friend endure some of the most life-
threatening situations and knows how smart Coen is when the going gets tough.  
Nevertheless, Megan always wanted to be as smart as Cyndy and even spends a day 
living her best friend’s life, however, the pressures of a genius soon become a burden to 
Stillwell.  Megan is a good listener and tries to help solve problems making her far more 
selfless compared to Cyndy.

Kevin Rollin- Kevin doesn’t go to Cyndy’s school but he has admired her raven black 
hair from afar.  He waits for her after school and offers her a rose; but Cyndy has never 
been interested in boys and she is usually oblivious to Kevin’s dreams of dating her.  He 
can get desperate at times, reading Shakespearean poetry to the romantic music of 
Chopin all at her doorstep, but Rollin never knows how to truly express his feelings 
about his “raven queen”.  Contrast to Cyndy’s obliviousness, Megan tries to date Kevin 
and believes he is dreamy, nonetheless, Kevin ignores Megan’s advances.    The rest of 
the Coen’s besides, Nat also think that Kevin is a good match to Cyndy and even 
Andrew sometimes gives Kevin dating advice.  Sandra, on the other hand, tries to 
convince Cyndy to have an open mind about Kevin and tries give him a chance with her 
daughter.  Nat detests Kevin, and always considers him a loser hotshot, constantly 
trying to get Kevin kicked out of the house and usually giving him a hard time.  Kevin’s 
devotion to Cyndy is strong and he tries to protect her even when he is the one being 
rescued.

Jaguar Leon- Jaguar is a fan of Kung Fu movies and karate tournaments.  This drives 
him into spending his life learning karate and even opened his own dojo.  Cyndy tries to 
learn martial arts through her basement combat simulator, but eventually realizes that 
she needs human instruction.  Richard suggests a commercial that advertised Jaguar’s 



dojo and actually peaked Cyndy’s interest to the point of her enrollment.  However, after 
the hype of the advertisement wears off, she realizes she has to learn JUST LIKE IN 
SCHOOL.  But because of Jaguar’s lively attitude, Cyndy is always excited to learn 
more about martial arts and also helps her develop humility and an urge to learn.  With 
Jaguar Leon’s teachings, Cyndy manages to defeat some of the toughest fighters 
around the world including the ice master, Kai Lang.

The FIVE MERCENARIES
Daren Kane- The older of the two Kane brothers, Daren is a skilled soldier, an excellent 
hacker and a crafty technician but lost his leadership position after losing his left eye.  
Most often, Daren only carries a knife as his weapon because it is his most familiar 
weapon.  He is cold and calculated focusing only on getting everything precise as 
possible.  The former leader picks fights with people he has measured in strength and 
rarely puts himself in a situation that he could not handle.  As a result, he functions like 
a computer and lacks real compassion.  Daren can be described as a cold shell with an 
even colder heart.

Brad Kane- Daren’s younger brother and self proclaimed leader of the mercenaries.  
Being a decent marksman, a decent hacker and a decent fighter, he does not contribute 
much past blurting out orders for the other three mercenaries to follow.  He tends to lead 
each mission into complete failure with his poor leadership and obvious miscalculations.  
In fact, these screw-ups can be as simple as holding the groups’ sign upside down or as 
monumental as wiring a vehicle incorrectly.  Daren is quick to denounce his brother as 
leader and will sometimes usurp leadership from Brad.  Brad hopes to impress Ms. 
Taylor dreaming of earning her trust and respect for the mercenaries.

Elizabeth Greene- Beth was a traveling actress working primarily in her home country of 
England.  A college dropout, Beth usually spent most of her days reading monologues 
and acting on small stages and small indie films.  Throughly frustrated with her hit-or-
miss lifestyle, Beth gets her first break working as a master of disguise for the Kane’s 
band of mercenaries.  Beth despite the shortcomings of her teammates, is actually a 
very skilled actress.  She is great at espionage missions and can even perfectly mimic 
Cyndy, Megan and Sandra’s voices.  Nevertheless, she is set apart by her distinct 
British accent, sense of sarcasm and witty personality.  Elizabeth’s main problem  
however is her weaponry; most of her weapons are small and do not pack a punch, 
making capturing her an easy task.  Fighting alongside the other mercenaries, Beth 
believes that their employer, Taylor, is nothing more than an uptight pencil-pusher.  But 
she hides her feelings under layers of feigned loyalty. 

Ronaldo Alvarez- A South American fighter, Daren met the skilled combat expert in a 
Brazilian martial arts exposition and has since been a valuable member of the group.  
On top of being a skilled martial artist, he is also adept at using close combat weaponry 
and an intelligent tactician.  Alvarez leads an active lifestyle which makes him hungry 
other and when he is hungry, his expertise in his fields begins to dull.  Eventually, if not 
fed for hours, Ronaldo becomes detrimental to the team, making a dash to a nearby 
restaurant or store.  He is usually the most loyal member of the team and considers 



Daren the true leader and fakes loyalty towards Brad.  He never questions an order and 
always acts quickly, often times, Beth calls Ronaldo a schoolboy or a boy scout 
because of his tenacious loyalty and sub-ordinance.  Ronaldo is only a great asset to 
the group when he is working with full stomach.

Holly Ellison- A fan of video games, Holly has a quirky personality compared to the other 
mercenaries.  She always loves destroying things with explosives leading her to 
becoming the demolitions expert of the team.  She often carries a rocket launcher and 
crate-loads of grenades, but she lacks accuracy.  And in most situations, she does not 
get a chance to fire any of her explosives, but rather tries to get a clean shot.  To Cyndy, 
Holly is the biggest threat because her explosives can actually damage her robot.  
Coupling that with Ellison’s reckless personality and it’s clear that she is a wild card 
compared to the other members.

Harumi Mikami- Cyndy’s pen-pal, Harumi lives in Japan has an IQ identical to Cyndy’s.  
Nevertheless, she does not need to build a giant robot to prove that she is a genius, but 
rather applying her smarts to everyday problems, offering safer alternatives.  
Occassionally, Harumi conducts scientific experiments to test certain proven theories, 
seeking to solve them.  Contrary to Cyndy’s belligerence, Harumi chooses to explore 
her genius instead, however this usually leads to her causing problems that become 
disastrous.  That’s where Cyndy comes in; she is called in order to contain an solve 
Harumi’s experimental accidents.  Truly fascinated with CYNDY II, Harumi aspires to 
build something as intricate and elaborate as Cyndy’s giant robot, finding it a marvel in 
engineering.  Harumi is Cyndy’s equal but lacks Cyndy’s arrogance and meticulous 
attention to detail.


